Abstract


COSIMA: High resolution time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometer for the analysis of cometary dust particles onboard ROSETTA.

The ESA mission Rosetta, launched on 2 March 2004, carries an instrument suite to the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. The cometary secondary ion mass analyzer (COSIMA) is one of three cometary dust analyzing instruments onboard ROSETTA. COSIMA is based on the analytic measurement method of secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS).

The experiment’s goal is in-situ analysis of the elemental composition (and isotopic composition of key elements) of cometary grains. The chemical characterization will include the main organic components, present homologous and functional groups, as well as the mineralogical and petrographical classification of the inorganic phases. All this analysis is closely related to the chemistry and history of the early solar system.

COSIMA covers a mass range from 1 to 3,500 amu with a mass resolution $m/\Delta m$ at 50% of 2,000 at mass 100 amu. Cometary dust is collected on special, metal covered, targets, which are handled by a target manipulation unit. Once exposed to the cometary dust environment, the collected dust grains are located on the target by a microscopic camera. A pulsed primary indium ion beam (among other entities) releases secondary ions from the dust grains. These ions, either positive or negative, are selected and accelerated by electrical fields and travel a well-defined distance through a drift tube and an ion reflector. A microsphere plate with dedicated amplifier is used to detect the ions. The arrival times of the ions are digitized, and the mass spectra of the secondary ions are calculated from these time-of-flight spectra.
Through the instrument commissioning, COSIMA took the very first SIMS spectra of the targets in space. COSIMA will be the first instrument applying the SIMS technique in-situ to cometary grain analysis as ROSETTA approaches the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, after a long journey of 10 years, in 2014.